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IS JOE KENT A BERNIE SANDERS SOCIALIST? A GLOBALIST BILDERBERGER
TROJAN HORSE? OR BOTH??
Joe Kent was a Portland Democrat for nearly a decade and backed Bernie Sanders for
President even after he dropped out of the race. Then Kent switched states, switched
parties, and claimed he was a MAGA conservative, even though there’s no record of
him voting in 2016. In 2020, Kent voted in the Democrat primary… for Bernie Sanders.
Tech billionaire Peter Thiel recruited Kent to run for Congress, and Kent’s running on a
Thiel-inspired platform that includes a $10,000 per child refundable tax credit costing
trillions and government land confiscation and income redistribution schemes that would
make Bernie Sanders blush.
Kent said that Biden’s Marxist income redistribution policies, opposed by every single
Republican in Congress, “didn’t go far enough.”
But now Kent’s facing another problem.
Washingtonians learned this weekend that Thiel, Kent’s biggest donor, is also a
prominent organizer in the Soros-linked Globalist one-world oriented Bilderberg Group
meeting. Bilderberg brings together international corporate chiefs, financiers, and world

leaders in order to conspire to end national sovereignty and transfer more power to
international bodies like the UN and WHO.
“Joe Kent claims he opposes the Globalist Soros Agenda that the Bilderbergers
endorse. But his biggest donor is not only a Bilderberger, but he’s also a prominent
organizer of their secret society meetings,” said Heidi St. John, a Republican
challenging Kent for Congress.
“For months we’ve been aware that Joe Kent was a Democrat in Portland for nearly a
decade, and that he voted for Bernie Sanders for President. But as he’s talked about his
policy positions for Washington State, we see also that he endorses radical Bernie
Sanders ideas like five-figure monthly government welfare checks for every single child
and confiscating land from so-called ‘rich people’.”
“Now we learn that Kent’s biggest backer is an international Globalist and member of
the secret Soros-linked Bilderberg Society,” St. John added. “So now we have to
wonder. Is Joe Kent a Bernie Sanders Socialist? A Bilderberger Trojan Horse? Or
both??”
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